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Jess Wall

Hi, I'm Jess, Photographer, Videographer and all

round creative. Lover of the 2 C's: Cheese and

Chocolate! But also Content Creation. I'm a sucker

for lifestyle/beauty brands and finding that

alluring aesthetic.

Producing creative and engaging content can be

difficult, That's why I am here to help. With

industry experience and an eye for detail, JWall

Visuals can help grow your brand and create

beautiful curated content - With product

photography, flatlay, video and more.
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Content photography
Pricing guide



Packages
The Starter| $200

5+ images(5 different images + variations)

The Basic | $300

10 + images(10 different images +
variations)

The Standard | $360
15+images & 1 GIF (15 different images
+variat ions)

The Pro |  $400

20+ images & 1  GIF (20 different images
+variations)
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Recommended for brands with one product

     Recommended for brands with two or more products

Recommended for brands with multiple products



20%
SALE

OFF!

10 pack |  $255
10 images & 1 GIF per month

Loyalty
Packages

Loyalty package is perfect for that constant flow of
content alway curated to your style and brands image.

Receive either 5 or 10 photos per month.
(Loyalty packages are a 3 month minimum) 

5 Pack|  $200

5 + Images per month 

     Recommended for brands with two or more products

Recommended for brands with one product

per month

per month



Lets work

Together

1
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Send me a message and let me know your interest
jwallvisula@gmail.com. Let's have a chat about your

brand/bussiness and what style your going for.

Upon agreeance a 50% deposit will be required to
secure photography shoot.

Send me your products that you want photographed.
I am located in Port Phillip Melbourne. If you're

local we welcome drop off's & pick up's! 

I'll work my magic, and get your content delivered
to you within 2 weeks from when the products

have been received.

I'll deliver your high res images to you & final
payment will be required.5

If you'd like your products sent back please include a
return package & label. Otherwise I can hold on to

them for a future shoot or I am more than happy to
leave a review and feature the product on story.
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Pricing guide

"JWall Visuals recently
prepared some product

photography for my business.
With little effort from me, Jess

picked up on my vibe and
brand instantly and prepared

so many shots that will
integrate seamlessly into my
marketing avenues. A really

talented stylist and an absolute
pleasure to work with, I

couldn't recommend her
highly enough."

Seeh
skin care

Brands I've
worked with

Client love


